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INTRODUCTION

Give Me Your Money!
Wouldn’t it be wonderful if that was all you had to say to get money for the great cause
you’re working on!
Well, soon it will be! Why? Because this guide makes raising money and getting donations
so much easier. It sets out step-by-step suggestions that you can implement in stages
as you choose. It helps you create a strong virtual presence that shows people why they
can trust you with their money.
This is about creating a circle. Your job is to make sure the circle is round and complete.
I define fundraising as the sum of all your resources. Fundraising gets a lot easier when
you translate your vision virtually into something like-minded people can relate to.
Fundraising has four key parts, and believe me when I say that once these key parts are
established, your chances of finding consistent donors willing to support your association
will improve in ways you never imagined!





Website – Your website has to represent your vision.
Visuals – Your visuals and your logo need to be effective.
Team – Your team has to work harmoniously and with trust.
Social media – Your social media platforms need to be planned and well organized.

Once these basics are established . . . fundraising will be a lot easier!
Surrender to the reality that you don’t know it all! Find the time to read my step-by-step
guide. Devote your attention to finding a solution to your never-ending search for money,
to your exhausted volunteers, to your lack of help, and to all the other problems your
nonprofit faces.
Trust that you have picked a good team. Trust your own strengths and weaknesses
without judgment. Take comfort in knowing that reconstructing your association’s
finances can be done in steps and with ease.
The animals out there are counting on you!

Monica
P.S. I have left some space on this page for you to take notes. This will make it easier to
remember the priorities and implement the changes.
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Rescute (Rescue + Cute)
I love animals and I am devoted to supporting associations that rescue them.
In 2018, I founded rescuTe.ca, a nonprofit dedicated to supporting rescues.
My goal had many facets to it:
To support, to the best of my abilities, rescue associations to raise funds
by strengthening their virtual visibility with strong content, professional
images, compelling storytelling, optimized and key-word-dense writing,
and professional logos.
In other words, my goal was to support all the pieces of the puzzle that
make a rescue brand strong, visible, and appealing to donate to. I am proud
to say that I have had many successes and my expertise in each of these
areas grows with every passing day.
I encourage you to keep my goal in mind as you read this guide. It will help
you understand me and my mission better.

Who Am I?
I emigrated from Italy to Canada at the age of 20 without speaking a word
of English. Then, in my 40s, I achieved a bachelor’s degree in creative writing
from the University of British Columbia. Writing has always been my passion,
and I am proud of my achievements. My background brings a unique
perspective to my writing.
These are some of my achievements:
•

I am a business consultant working primarily with small businesses
to create a relevant, unforgettable, and unique online presence. My
company is LunaCoaching.com.

•

I am the author of many books in print.

•

I have designed and produced e-books for myself and my clients.

•

Currently, I contribute to Thrive Global, Arianna Huffington’s most
recent platform.

•

I have contributed to YourTango, writing about women entrepreneurs
on a platform that promotes the elusive perfect love.

•

I hold multiple coaching certifications, several of which required
years to achieve.

•

I currently work as a business consultant to small businesses, guiding
them in shifting their marketing paradigm from product-based or
service-based to the all-important value-based.
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I hold credentials in many specialties:
•

Marketing

•

Content writing

•

Key-word-dense and optimized content writing

•

Storytelling

•

Website architecture

•

Fundraising

•

Commercial graphic design

•

Visual presentation

•

Instagram branding

What Am I Most Proud Of?
I have created and now run two charitable associations that bring positive
change to the lives of children and animals.
•

ScaldaCuori has so far donated 283 blankets to children who need
extra love.

•

rescuTe.ca has raised thousands of dollars and donated important
items to rescue associations.

Why Do I Work with Rescues?
Rescue associations depend on volunteers and donations. Volunteers have
limited time. All the amazing volunteers I know have a job, including me.
I have noticed that most rescues have weaknesses in running their
associations and promoting their virtual brands.
It’s not hard to understand why. It takes a lot of time and professional
knowledge to create and maintain a strong brand that raises money
consistently.
I thought that if I could offer my professional training and expertise in the
things that no one wants to do, groups like yours would find it easier to
create a steady stream of revenue.
Each fundraising event needs its own story to be successful. To use
storytelling effectively to promote your association and your fundraising
events, you need the following:
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•

Planning fundraising

•

Finding products that will generate good revenue

•

Creating marketing campaigns consistent with each fundraiser

•

Creating social media images and content that strongly encourage
reposting

•

Finding high-ranking key words

•

Researching hashtags

•

Coming up with new logos that fit the overall brand and offer variation

•

Searching out different donating demographics

To sum up, this is about offering a service of all the things that no one wants
to do!

You'd Think People Would Be Happy, Right? WRONG!
I have noticed, unfortunately, that some rescue associations are resistant
to change, especially in marketing and fundraising. These rescues reject the
alternatives I present for logos and images without much consideration. It
seems that they resent change or, more likely, they fear it. Why is that?
Every nonprofit needs guidelines to support a solid structure for its team
and for new members wanting to join. These guidelines are not inflexible
boundaries or rules set in stone. They are pliable and moveable. They
encourage creativity, innovation, and change and welcome influencers with
new ideas.
The management team of a rescue association has to decide if they are
open to new ideas, trusting that their foundation is strong and suggestions
offered by experts can only be good.
Trust is everything. Without trust, you don’t have anything.

Let Trust Win the Day
Let me give you an example of a success story in which trust did indeed win
the day.
Barb Murray is a trusted expert on bear conservation and the founder of
Bears Matter. At a time when Barb was overwhelmed by the work of her
bear rescue association, I had the opportunity to offer her unsolicited
advice on her brand. She knew that her online presence wasn’t good
enough, so she jumped at my offer.
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The online brand of BearsMatter.com was almost nonexistent. The website
content was hard to understand if you weren’t a scientist, and the beautiful
images were out of focus because they hadn’t been properly sized.
I rebuilt the entire website from the ground up, consulting with Barb at every
step to make sure I was on target with her vision. Together we rewrote and
fully optimized the content, and chose new images.
I won’t say that all was smooth sailing. Yes, we argued—for the same reason
that most rescues argue. Barb wanted to stick with the existing format even
though the rescue’s priorities required a different one. For example, she
wanted to attract more people, as all nonprofits must do, but didn’t want to
edit the scientific content that discouraged non-scientists from staying on
or coming back to the site.
I convinced Barb of a basic truth about branding: If you want to attract
a specific crowd from which you will benefit, you have to speak their
language. Good website language is clear and concise—and less is always
more! Images are sharp and properly formatted. Your website is unique yet
follows the rules of SEO, social media, and common sense.
Barb was the most gracious person I have ever volunteered for, and the
results have proved me right. Our partnership continues, and I have learned
valuable lessons that have enriched me as a person and strengthened my
communication skills.
Here’s the funny part. Take a look at the two logos below. Barb wanted to
keep the logo on the left, the one in black and white. She was attached to
it because she had used it from the beginning. I counselled her to redo it,
precisely because she had used it from the beginning and it was dated. I
had to push her, gently but insistently, to look at my logo redo. She loved it.
There was no going back.
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The Moral of Each Volunteering Story
The moral of this story is this: You may be too close to your cause to make
the right decisions based on technology and digital results. I have trained
for this for years and, like you, I am an animal lover. I want the same things
as you do for your rescue association.
It takes an open mind to recognize your rescue’s weaknesses and accept
them without judgment. If you are the leader or a dedicated volunteer of
your association, I encourage you to take advantage of the professional
help available to you. Professionals offering their services to animal rescues,
whether volunteer or paid, have the same goals as you do: to save as many
animals as possible.
We professionals just do it in a different way. You go into the field. We create
a solid foundation so that you can raise the funds you need to bring your
animals to safety.
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Have you heard of the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse? Many people
raised in the Christian faith will recognize them, galloping over the hinterland
bringing misfortune to humankind.
Well, while I was working on this guide, everything seemed to come to me in
groups of four, and suddenly I saw the Four Horsemen. I didn’t want to think
about them, of course, so I tried to visualize the opposite. Have you ever
tried to do that? Out of the mist of my imagination came Four Horsewomen,
galloping to the rescue on their powerful steeds, bringing solutions and
practical messages.
The Four Horsewomen of Foundation, as I like to call them, symbolize what we
need nowadays to create a strong foundation for any organization: Website,
Visuals, Team, and Social Media. Why must every one of these be implemented
before we can even think about fundraising? Read on to find out!

Website

WEB

T

M
EA

What’s key is to make sure your content and your visuals portray the same
concepts. Good videos really help to explain what you do—for example,
the process you go through when rescuing animals. To reach the highest
number of people, with all their different ways of learning and remembering,
your website content must be clear and concise, containing sentences,
short paragraphs, and well-formatted points.
Always remember: With websites, less is more! Less explaining. Less words.
Less about you!

soci

medi
al

Most important is to know about the
communication styles that create the best
websites. People absorb information in
different ways. Some people remember
written information. Others, like me, retain
information better when it comes in the form of an image, a graph, or a
chart, or when it is listed in point form instead of long sentences. Still others
respond best to auditory information—they prefer to receive information by
listening to it.
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So many words have been said about
websites and how to make them functional.
Here’s what I think is important . . .
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Here is the magic BASIC formula. Without these BASICS, you will not be able
to get a good website designed. If your website is already designed, you can
implement these BASIC steps anytime.
1.	 Understand your software and what it can do and cannot do. I am
biased toward WordPress. I think it’s the best.
2.	 Navigation has to be easy and intuitive.
3.	 Content must be concise and optimized with each page key words.
4.	 You must have Yoast SEO free plugin.
5.	 Your website links have to go to the right pages.
6.	 When you make changes to a link, you have to do a 301 redirect or
you will get a 404 and will be penalized by SEO.
7.	 Your images should have an ALT tag and a Title tag. These can be the
same, and they are the main key word (or the long-tail key word) of
the page you are optimizing. Think of it this way: A human reads the
image title and a program (bot) reads the alt text of the image. So if
you keep them the same, both should be understood by its readers,
and you'll do fine.
For each page
8.	 Each page has to have a minimum of 300 words to rank with SEO.
9.	 One of each page’s key words* has to be in the link for that page.
(Please see below for a fuller explanation of key words.)
10.	 The same key word also has to be in the title of that page, the H1
header, and the first sentence of that page.
11.	 The first sentence of each page needs to be less than 156 characters,
because that is the Google description that will appear when your
page is brought up by Google.
12.	 The first sentence also has to begin with the same key word as the
title. This key word automatically becomes the link name.
13.	 There are suggestions for length of titles, between 4 and 7 words.
14.	 Optimization is queen. Everything else comes second and third.
15.	 Make sure the page looks good and the paragraphs are defined.
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An Example of Optimization
The optimization rules will become much easier once you’ve used them a
few times. Just remember that before you do anything else when updating
or adding a new page to your website, you must choose the key words first
and then build the page around them. Of course, you will know the subject
of the page you are adding, so you can use that to choose the key words.
(*You’ll find an explanation of key words and long-tail key words on the next
page, below the image.)
Here is a page from my website rescuTe.ca that has been optimized with the
term custom-animal-blankets: https://rescute.ca/custom-animal-blankets/.
This is an example of long-tail key words used to optimize a page.
a.	 The long-tail key word is in the page link:
https://rescute.ca/custom-animal-blankets/
b.	 The title or H1 header is Custom Animal Blankets.
c.	 The title can be 4 to 7 words, but I can choose to optimize only the
first 3 or 4 words, as I’ve done in this case.
d.	 The key words must always be at the beginning of the title,
as I’ve done here. The full title is Custom Animal Blankets
#goodkarmablankets.
e.	 The subtitle, called H2, must be like the title but with the subtitle
header, like this: H2 Custom Animal Blankets.
The first paragraph must contain a maximum of 156 characters, starting
with the key words. This will be the page description for Google. If there are
less than 156 characters, your readers will read a complete sentence. Here’s
an example of a first paragraph:
Custom animal blankets offer a sense of belonging to animals
who come from life threatening situations AND 100% of the price
is donated to rescue societies. (Note that this sentence is 156
characters. Now you can start a new sentence and make the
paragraph longer, like this:) For that reason, they are called the good
karma blankets. #GoodKarmaBlankets
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Take a look at the image below. You’ll find everything I’ve explained. The link
for this image is https://rescute.ca/custom-animal-blankets/. The ALT tag
and Title tag of the image is the long-tail key word custom animal blankets.

*Key words are single words that are chosen to optimize each one of your
pages. The best key words are actually called “long-tail” key words. This is
because they are more detailed and produce less competition. Long-tail key
words are short sentences.
For example, the word “fundraise” is so general and widely used that if you
choose it to optimize a page, you are not going to rank with SEO. If you use
a long-tail key word like “fundraising rescues Vancouver,” your chances of
ranking will be a lot higher.
Ranking means that SEO may bring up your site when people search for
“fundraising rescues Vancouver.” You can be sure that SEO will never bring
up your site if you optimize a page with a widely used term like “fundraise.”
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Monica Magnetti is a contributing writer at Thrive Global
Read this article:
Love at First Sight Exists and Buddha Proves it!
Monica on Instagram
BambiBuddha on Instagram
IStandWithMyPack on Instagram
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Auditory
Social media is the best way to serve followers who don’t like to read
or don’t relate well to visuals. Regularly posting videos of the work your
association is doing, and especially the rescue missions, gives your viewers
a new perspective on the work that rescues do and the issues they contend
with every day.
I must say that all rescues do amazing work with their video representations.
However, ask yourself, where do you want people to go after they fall in love
with your organization and decide to volunteer or donate?
You need a website that offers them a place to become active members of
your community. Without opportunities to get involved easily, your amazing
videos will be wasted. You want your videos to showcase what you do and
welcome people who believe in your mission and are ready to take action.

Visuals
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E
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This is your opportunity to communicate with
people who relate better to images. You may
have noticed that websites often have strong
content or strong visuals but not both. This
usually reflects the preference of either the
designer or the person ordering the website.

To communicate to a multitude of people,
you need both—strong content and strong

visuals. Remember, when someone lands on your home page, you have 5 to
10 seconds to charm them into staying or at least to impress them enough to
come back. You do this with strong content well displayed in synchronicity
with strong visuals.
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Obviously, the visuals will be important in those first 5 to 10 seconds. So will
the display of the content. Long sentences don’t work on a website. Even
readers of Dostoyevsky want concise, easy-to-read content when they
come to your website.
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Unless you are a web-content writer—and even if you are a good writer—it’s
best to have someone else write your content for you. This is because
1.	 They are less attached to your story and will recognize which content
is essential.
2.	 They have a better understanding of the technology and how the
content is picked up from SEO.

Facts about Logos
While there aren’t many sure things in life, there are two sure things about logos:
1.	 A round logo will turn easily into a square logo. A square logo will
turn easily into a round logo. A rectangular logo will need to be
redesigned if you want it to be square or round.
2.	 A square or round logo can be reduced to a little circle for social
media, BUT it will not necessarily be effective. A rectangular logo will
not reduce well to fit the social media round.
From these basic facts come two conclusions:
•

A social media circle, for example for Instagram, Facebook, or Twitter,
needs to stand out and advertise your brand. Because of its size
and the importance of being bold, the best design is one created
specifically for this purpose.

•

A small circle needs to be identifiable and therefore bold. For that
reason, for social media I suggest creating a new logo with some
of the details of your original logo. For example, the initials of your
association within the circle, a symbol or detail from your logo, a
bright background, or the initials alone.

Claim Your Brand Colours
I can never emphasize enough how important your visuals are.
In today’s branding, you’ll need multiple logos to make sure the design
shows well in all the different formats of websites, social media, banners,
and marketing material.
For consistency, choose colours that represent your association. While
your logo will have to be fluid, the colours you choose will be your branding
signature.
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For example, Thank Dog I Am Out has a logo that is a . . . sentence! A very
good one! The colour—grass green symbolizing freedom—varies according
to the season or event. The square logo, long name, or initials TDIAO, is the
perfect brand, making it easily identifiable.
About A Dog’s logo is a beautifully
designed VW van full of dogs travelling
from Mexico to Canada. Trees change from
palms to pines and the beach becomes
mountains as the smiling dogs make their
way to their new home.
Their social media logo is a square filled
with bright greens and blues, split in the
middle by the association's name. This, too,
is very effective.

No More Paws!
As an animal lover and a follower of rescue associations, I can say for myself
and others that we’ve seen enough paws in logos and names to last us a
lifetime.
If you are starting or rebranding a rescue, understand that paws have been
used in names and visuals way too much. Stay away from “Paw” in your
name and logos.
Be the one that introduces something new! You are appealing to a newer
audience and to an old one. Everyone likes innovation.
So, forget paws, forget human arms and hands. These have been done a
million times before.
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Rescue associations are not represented well anymore by cute. Cute doesn’t
cut it. You are saving lives, you are committing to raising money for animal
welfare. Your logo can be fun, but stay away from cute. No one likes it anymore.
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Choose a brand that is creative, clever, innovative, even serious in name and
visuals. Remember, you are a serious operation, doing serious work saving
lives. Represent yourself that way.
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The real world is different—in associations
run by volunteers, this rarely happens. The
reason is lack of time and a constant state
of emergency. Jobs must be done by whoever is available . . . with no time
to update. So, while intentions are good and the participants are brilliant,
nonprofits seem to live in a perpetual state of chaos.
While there is no solution to unpredictability and constant emergency, there
are ways to structure an organization to allow for a better response to crises.
One thing I’ve noticed is that it’s better to have more teams and smaller
teams instead of one big team.

Micro Teams
The pandemic has resurrected the micro. With the limited number of people
allowed to get together this past year, we have the micro-wedding, microbirthday, micro-everything.
Your association should already be divided into teams: field team,
administrative team, and so on. Every team should be well defined, with task
descriptions that volunteers understand.
Usually in rescues, the biggest team is the rescuing team. Rescuing can be
subdivided into field work, unloading and registering the dogs, fostering,
and dealing with the vet, including vet visits. Everything will be easier to
handle if the micro teams needed to support the rescue effort are well
defined, with their own description and volunteers. If you have lots of people
wanting to do a certain type of work, field work for example, you can divide
the teams into Team 1 and Team 2, or more.
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In the best of worlds, a rescue association’s
team works together in harmony, with
everyone knowing their own position and
without competition between people or
sectors.
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Everyone on a team will be responsible for finding their own replacement if
they’re not able to volunteer.
If you spend just a bit of time creating a short manual for each team, or you
delegate someone to do this, things will go better when
1.	 a new teammate enters the team
2.	 an exhausted teammate needs to take a break
And
3.	 volunteers will understand which team is better suited to them
4.	 it will be easier to find volunteers by advertising the position
description on your website or social media
What follows is a map for any animal rescue association. You can blend
positions to suit your group. Even if a person covers several positions—which I
strongly advise against—each position needs a detailed description.

Micro Teams for Animal Rescues
1.

Field Team
Mission: to rescue dogs in communities where they are in danger

	Position description: must be available on weekends (or weekdays), and
for emergency pickup, and must check the schedule for planned longdistance trips
	Connect with people who will inform us of culls or immediate danger
situations
Main team volunteers
Backup team volunteers
	Define who is in charge of taking videos or photos of each rescue
mission
2. Post-rescue Team
	Mission: to wait at the designated location for the arrival of new rescue
animals
Position description
Main team volunteers
Backup team volunteers
3. Foster Coordinator
Mission
Position description
Main team volunteers
Backup team volunteers
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4. Veterinarian Coordinator
Mission
Position description
Main team volunteers
Backup team volunteers
5. Adoption Team
Mission
Position description
Main team volunteers
Backup team volunteers
6. Photographers Team
Mission
Position description
Main team volunteers
Backup team volunteers
ADMINISTRATION
1.

Administration Team
Mission
Position description
Main team volunteers
Backup team volunteers

2. Social Media Team
Mission: to post photos of field rescue teams
Position description
Main team volunteers
Backup team volunteers
Hashtag research
	Note: Social media is the perfect area to create micro teams, as it is so
time-consuming. It can easily be divided into a Facebook Team and an
Instagram Team, for example, and many people can do the posts. Each
micro team can have its own micro team.
3. Website Team
Mission
Position description
Main team volunteers
Backup team volunteers
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Fundraising
Fundraising is another area where micro teams, independent of
administration and field rescue, will allow volunteers to focus better on what
they’re responsible for. If possible, have different people look after different
parts of social media on the same account.
The fundraising team will be responsible for creating all their fundraising
social media posts. They may have to share social media with the main
team, but it’s better if they can do their own postings so as not to overwhelm
the administration. A basic outline should be created.
1.

Team 1
Mission: all-year-round fundraising selling tags
Position description
Main team volunteers

2. Team 2
Mission: organize calendars
Position description
Main team volunteers
3. Team 3
Mission: sell blankets
Position description
Main team volunteers
4. Team 4
Mission: ask for money for extra vet bills
Position description
Main team volunteers
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Every business wonders about the
advantages of spending so much time
on social media. Well, you can’t get away
from it if you want to succeed in your
mission. Social media and keeping your
hashtags current is especially important
when you are fundraising.

a

Social Media

The best way to use social media to
fundraise is to organize your followers into
social media groups and keep them informed. Use authentic messages and
visuals about the work your rescue association does, your mission, and what
you need donations for.
It’s essential to continuously expand your followers’ base, because you need
enough followers to rotate the donations. You cannot count on the same
people, over and over again, to sponsor your costs, especially if you don’t
have charitable status and cannot give your donors a tax benefit.

CHAPTER 3

THE BIG PICTURE:
FUNDRAISING
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Fundraising Is the Sum of All Your Resources
You can’t fundraise effectively until all the pieces of the puzzle that creates
your rescue are in place because . . . fundraising is the sum of all your resources.
Once upon a time, a long time ago in Vancouver, I was recruited as a
volunteer for a nonprofit art association. Two good friends of mine were the
co-chairs, and they asked me to volunteer for their huge annual event to
raise operating funds for their school.
This amazing association was the start of my volunteering life and my
passion for fundraising. Its team was able to produce a different event each
year that was always life-changing for the volunteers and attendees, and
especially for the children who benefited.
I volunteered for a few events and was able to float between the various
sub-teams, learning different aspects of the operation. What I learned 30+
years ago turned out to be the organizational skills that I’ve been able to
apply over and over again, with very positive results.
As an example, more than 25 years ago the Parent Advisory Council at my
son’s small elementary school in Horseshoe Bay was able to raise six figures
in the first year alone. Applying these principles, we created a computer lab
and later a playground, which we updated every year.
These first fundraising principles—the ones I learned so long ago—still work,
and I’ve updated them to suit today’s world.
Here’s what sparked my curiosity and taught me how to get from action
to results:
1.	 Fundraising works best with a team of like-minded people who
believe in the association’s mission and do NOT work for the
association, because
•

they are new to the association, bringing new perspectives

•

they are not overworked

•

they are neutral and not involved in the association’s politics

•

they work with the association and yet they are free to be
independent

2.	 The fundraising team is led by two people and has a two-year
mandate. It works like this: The chairperson commits to a two-year
stay and trains the co-chair during the second year to take their
place. The co-chair then becomes chair and a new co-chair is picked
from among the team. This way there is constant rotation, and
people get the chance to recharge and stay as volunteers or move to
a different team.
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3.	 Manuals are kept for each sub-team’s work. Every step and a
chronology are recorded, with comments, so that
•

the following year adjustments can be made in areas that need
to be improved

•

there is a list of suppliers, sponsors, and donors, with information
on whether they want to be involved yearly or prefer to skip a year

4.	 Either social media is shared, meaning the fundraising team is
allowed to do their own posts, or the current social media person
posts all the information passed from the fundraising team liaison.
5.	 Always, always, always design the volunteer positions that are
needed and make them as small as possible. It has been proven that
people will take on volunteering and do a much better job if their
position is well defined and doable. Volunteers can then choose, if
their time permits it, to take on a second or third position.
Most associations need more than one fundraising event. Several teams
may be needed, depending on the amount of money to be raised.
Summing up . . .
1.

Fundraising teams are independent of the association.

2. Team leadership is rotated.
3. Manuals are kept continuously, to record information for following
years.
4. Social media is shared among team members, or one social media
person looks after all fundraising posts.
5. Volunteer job descriptions are small and doable.
Keep fundraising ideas and examples in one place, where they are
accessible by the same team or by other teams. If you can create a
demand for separate teams, then people can volunteer for more than one.
Once you know your annual costs, you can decide how many fundraisers
you need and put in place a way for people to volunteer.
Your website is the place to post clear job descriptions. Post available
positions to social media and ask your current volunteers to recruit others
they would enjoy working with.
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Here’s how BearsMatter.com advertises for volunteers:

Establish a Goal When Creating a Fundraiser
People like to attach the money they donate to a result. They like to be able
to see how their money is being used.
For example, which strategy has a better chance of raising money for your
association?
1.	 You advertise that the vet bill for a rescue dog is $15,000 and you ask
donors to contribute to it.
2.	 Or you advertise that an operation for a rescue dog will cost $2,500.
Most potential donors would prefer to donate to the second option. The
reason is, it’s more specific. They’re confident that their donation won’t get
lost and will actually make a difference.
I noticed this in a big way when I worked on a fundraising campaign for a
well-known rescue society.
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Trixy, a pregnant rescue dog, had a lot of puppies. When the puppies were
big enough to be adopted, we launched a campaign to buy each puppy a
leash, collar, and harness from rescuTe.ca for $25 per set. The entire amount
was donated.
Donations started pouring in, people were so excited to buy a set for each
puppy. Then they kept on donating because they knew more puppies would
eventually need the set.
Of course, it helped that the rescue society, About a Dog , is always posting
great photos and videos on social media and had done so all along so
people were already attached to the puppies.
I, myself, have often donated toward spaying and neutering dogs. Especially
so when an association posts images of each dog, with the dog’s name and
a handwritten sign saying “Sponsor my spay for $XXX.” Same for neutering.
This is a very effective fundraiser. I know where my money is going, and I
know I’m making a difference because these dogs, male or female, will never
be responsible for more puppies.

What matters here is that you get to sponsor the spay for that specific dog.
And the association is good about letting people know via social media how
the operation went. If they tried instead to raise $5,000 to spay 35 dogs, the
results would not be as successful.
Quantitative fundraisers are what I Stand with My Pack does very well. When
a dog has high expenses, they publish a list of the costs together with a
photo of the dog and ask for help from the tribe for that specific dog.
I am in awe of how ISWMP runs their social media and their fostering and
adoption campaigns as well as having just the perfect website. The way
they support their dogs with the help of their followers is heartwarming,
sincere, and up front.
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It is beautiful to follow I Stand with My Pack on Instagram and Facebook. I
often suggest that other rescues follow them to understand how thoughtful
their requests for money are and how empathetic their posts are. You feel
good when you donate, and if you can’t donate, you still feel good because
you know that when your finances permit, you will be there for them.

When Habits Work against Your Association
We all know that Christmas buying starts right after Halloween. If you’re not
in the pre-Christmas game from the start, you will lose sales.
So let’s say you are selling a product that brings a 50% donation to your
association. If you mail this product to your buyers and it takes a couple of
weeks to arrive, what happens if your association decides not to start your
Christmas fundraising advertising until Dec. 1?
It means your Christmas fundraiser is ruined.
In 2020, being underprepared was even worse. Through the months of the
pandemic, people trained themselves to buy online and Christmas shopping
started in October.
Flexibility is the key. Shoppers have changed their habits, and any
association that lives and dies by fundraising must adapt. Sticking to the
tried and true of earlier times doesn’t make sense at any level.
Remember, while you are working like crazy to achieve the goals of your
association—rescuing animals—your administrators are beavering away
behind the scenes to keep your nonprofit afloat. Respect them, respect their
advice, give them the thanks they deserve for the money raised.

The Percentage Trap in Fundraising
Most people like to see clearly what they are buying and how much they
are spending. And when they purchase a product to support a fundraiser,
they want to know how much of what they’re paying is a donation to the
association they have chosen to support.
So when you advertise that a percentage of the price of a product will be
donated, you run the risk of misleading your supporters. That will lead to a
loss of trust.
Why? Percentages can be confusing. Supporters can’t be sure how
much of what they are paying is actually a donation. When I have asked
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associations how much they receive in donations for each item sold, they
often don’t know.
When you adopt this method, you really have no idea how much your
association will make from a product. How is that fair to anyone?
What not to do:
Do not advertise that 10% of this product will benefit our rescue.
Most people will ask,
Is it 10% of the selling price or 10% of the cost? How much was the cost
of the item?
Most people are not good at calculating percentages—or they don’t want
to bother. So use percentages only if you are very clear how much your
association is getting and you communicate this clearly to your supporters.
And use a percentage that’s easy to calculate, like 10%. For example,
10% of the price you pay for this item will be donated to our rescue.
If you are selling a big ticket item and your return is small, it may be better
to just ask people to donate, say, $10 without buying anything. Unless, of
course, you have scouted out some amazing merchandise that people
want.
Would you advertise a mediocre sweatshirt for $60 with a percentage
donation that turns out to be $3? Personally, I don’t think that would be
considerate toward your supporters.
When dealing in percentages, remember these points:
•

Be sure you have assessed the quality of the product against the price.

•

Figure out precisely the amount of the donation your association will
receive per item sold.

•

Communicate this amount clearly to your supporters.

•

Big ticket items are worth advertising only if your association will
make a hefty percentage. If not, you may lose supporters by asking
them to make a substantial investment that doesn’t benefit your
association in the end.

Explaining the Rules Clearly
When you ask people to participate in a fundraiser, or enter a draw or
giveaway, make sure the rules are explained clearly and concisely. Point
form works best.
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This is the information posted on my website for Red Dingo tags:
The cost of Red Dingo Tags Canada is $20 including taxes, shipping,
and engraving.
$10 from the purchase will be donated! #shoptodonate
Choose from the wide selection of Red Dingo Animal Tags and let me
know if you have any questions! In your email include:
•

which style you want and the size of the tag

•

the information you want engraved

•

your mailing address and phone number (tags will be mailed to
you directly)

•

the charity you are supporting

Then you can rewrite this in social media language for posts:
#DogFundaiser – Buy the best #RedDingo #StainlessSteeltags for
$20 including taxes, shipping, and engraving.
$10 from the purchase will be donated to #AnimalRescues!
#shoptodonate
Choose from the wide selection of #RedDingoAnimalTags and let
me know
•

which style you want and the size of the tag

•

the information you want engraved

•

your mailing address and phone number (tags will be mailed to
you directly)

•

the charity you are supporting

Remember to list the sentence "Link in Bio" and to update the link in your
Instagram bio.
#animalrights #dogsofinstagram #helpinganimalsinneed
#dogtag #rescuedog #vetbillstopay
#adoptdontshop #spayandneuteryourpets #rescuedismyfavouritebreed
#animallovers #animalshelter #catrescue
#mydogismybestfriend #mydogismylife #amantesdelosperros
#aceroinoxidable #paraperros #fondosparaperros
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Social Media 101 for Fundraising
Expanding your followers is key to raising money. We all like to feel that we
are not the only ones donating to a cause. You want to build a donor base
of like-minded people big enough that donors can rotate while you continue
to bring in a steady stream of money to cover costs.
How do you maintain your current followers while at the same time reaching
new ones that understand your mission, your passion, your strengths, and
your weaknesses?

One Word: Hashtags
To expand beyond your immediate followers to a wider audience, you have
to be transparent and consistent, and above all, you need to understand
how to use hashtags.
The higher your expenses, the wider your range of followers must be. People
thrilled with their adoption are among the best people to spread the word
to their friends and family. But you cannot solely depend on them. Growing
your follower base is too important, so you must make sure that your posts
are bringing in new followers, new like-minded people, who will eventually
support your association financially over the long term.
Planning your fundraising means planning with a wider audience in mind.
Let’s bring up the importance of your logo once again.
If you want to sell garments, mugs, or clothing as a fundraiser, and you
want to sell your products to a wide range of people anywhere in the world,
then your logo must have wide appeal. A logo that shows a well-known
geographical location, like Los Angeles, New York, Vancouver, or Seattle, will
attract anyone’s attention. On the other hand, a logo that’s limited to your
geographical area, or a town or province that’s not well known, will not sell
beyond your usual supporters. To attract new people to your products, your
logo must be good.
I have a couple of friends whose door I knock on for fundraising, and they
offer to give me money so they will NOT have to buy anything for their dogs.
So you have to be creative and exclusive about the product you offer as
a fundraiser.
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Personally, I love to buy T-shirts with
simple writing, like Dog Walking Shirt
or MY DOG RESCUED ME or Rescue Is
the Best Breed. With no paws! They
don’t have to be cute, and you don’t
want only 12-year-olds to wear them.
Beware though, it’s hard to find a
garment that’s good quality, with a
great logo, and brings good revenue
to the association.
A final point: Be clear about how the percentage of sales translates into
dollars for your rescue.

HASHTAGS MAKE THE WORLD BIGGER
Consistency in posting, good content that people can relate to, and great
visuals: these are a great start. After that, you go into the hashtags.
Most people dislike hashtags and avoid them. Don’t! They work!
It’s easy to find out how well they work. Begin by shifting your Instagram
account into a business account. This will allow you to see the insights—
insights are the hits for each post—and monitor every post.
By rotating groups of hashtags on similar posts, you will know almost
immediately which ones are best. Remember that social media
is unpredictable, so take the results with a grain of salt and keep
experimenting.

Easiest Way to Hashtag
I’m a strong supporter of doing social media using a management system.
This way, you can maintain better storytelling and consistency if, for
example, you do your posts once a week or every two weeks.
What I’ve found really helpful is to create a list of hashtags in an Excel
spreadsheet. I update the list whenever new topics come up or some
hashtags don’t bring results.
For my volunteer fundraising, I’ve created a list of topics pertinent to my
donations or to the posts I do with these topics.
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Hashtags: Create your own
The image shows a column of 30 hashtags I have created when I volunteer
to do fundraising.
For every website I manage, I create an Excel sheet of hashtags. By the time
you read my example, I will probably have updated the list a few times.
Depending on the time I have available, I like to develop the lists using very
precise definitions rather than general ones.
1.	 Donations: asking for money to pay vet bills
2.	 Stainless steel tags: advertise Red Dingo tags with 50% going to
rescue associations
3.	 Love My Dog: a general category that would attract like-minded dog
lovers
4.	 Thanking volunteers: a list of associations whose volunteers I want to
acknowledge
5.	 Blankets: promoting my #GoodKarmaBlanket
6.	 Giveaway contests: promoting gifts I offer in exchange for following
7.	 Specific associations: creating specific hashtags for every
association I fundraise for, with their location and specific identity
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These are some examples of the categories I use. I save each line with 3
hashtags, and since you are allowed 30 hashtags per post, I cut and paste
10 lines.

Mix and Match Hashtags
Organizing the hashtags like this, with 3 on each line, allows me to cut and
paste easily from multiple topics. I can use a maximum of 10 lines.
When I ask for donations by buying stainless steel tags, I can use two kinds
of hashtags:
•

hashtags that will appeal to people who want to donate

•

hashtags that appeal to those who want to buy stainless steel
tags, and then they are offered the opportunity to buy and donate

I’m not sure about the results of mixing and matching the topics. Often I
prefer to do 3 posts focused on 30 hashtags from the same column. That
way, I can target the content better to that topic.

Social Media with Foreign Hashtags
I came into contact with a dog rescue association in Croatia, Dogs of
Zarkovica. Megan, an amazing Canadian, helped put it on the map. Megan
does the social media for them, and her posts are in English.
I suggested making her an Excel list of hashtags and sentences in Croatian,
Slavic, and Eastern European languages to appeal to neighbouring
countries.
Even though I don’t speak those languages, translating hashtags is easy.
I used a Google dictionary to translate from English to Croatian and then
inserted that sentence into a hashtag. Google brought up the correct
spelling.
The lesson here is this: If you want to grow your followers and reach likeminded people, expand your languages of communication. People don’t
have to speak your language to align with your mission, or to donate to your
association or participate in your fundraising.
Embrace globality and a bigger vision of your passion. Use social media—it
has become the universal communication tool.
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Avoiding Mistakes
I’ve often noticed that many rescues still don’t use the right format when
acknowledging a donor. When you thank someone for a donation or a
service, you have to put their Instagram name with @InstagramName so
that the donors can see the post and others can check them out.
It’s protocol. People think they are doing it correctly, but when they ask me
for feedback on their post, I often have to point out that the donors or the
volunteers have not been listed properly.
How to avoid mistakes? When you thank a generous donor, or you list the
rules for a contest, or you write content that needs to be correct, draft the
post before you publish it. Read it aloud, edit it, correct it, read it again.
Writing good posts takes practice and skill. Properly thanking donors,
volunteers, and followers is a must.
Keep a file of the important posts and the ones that have to contain correct,
clear information. You only have to save them once. After that, it’s cut and
paste. Don’t tweak old posts with new information—you’re certain to make
mistakes. Instead, write the new post from scratch.
If you don’t want to keep your important posts in a file, then write them in
an email. That way you can read and edit them. Once you’re happy, send
an email to yourself with the image to post, the message, and the hashtags.
Then all you have to do is post the image and cut and paste the text and
hashtags into the Instagram post.

New Instagram Trends
From the time I started writing this guide to the final draft a few months later,
Instagram established a new set of unspoken suggestions. It’s appropriate
to mention them here.
Social media is a lot of work. That’s why it’s worth doing right. If you follow
my advice to have a dedicated social media person or team do the work,
hopefully they will be able to follow the suggestions for better results.
I’ve explained the importance of preparing posts in advance, and below
you’ll find guidelines on creating the perfect posts. I urge you to do this the
way current trends and Instagram dictate, because if you don’t, you will be
wasting your time!
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I’m here to make your life easier! I’ve taken a 60-hour Instagram training
course, so I know what I’m talking about. If you’re ready to give up, don’t! The
points below are easy to follow and will bring your Instagram posts up to
speed.
1.	 The first suggestion is to create a consistent colour scheme for all
your posts.
2.	 You’ve already picked your brand colours, so use those. Easy!
3.	 The best way to create a consistent look is to intersperse your images
with quotes, posted in your brand colours. I suggest using quotes
from your team members. This makes it personal, and that’s the
preferred way to post nowadays.
4.	 Photos on Instagram should be square and 1000 px.
5.	 Captions are 150 characters without emojis. The captions are very
important now—short and catchy. Stay under 150 characters so that
the entire caption can be read.
Take heart! Your rescue is closer than you think to creating personal posts
that get people’s attention. My point here is to add a little diversion from
the imagery with personal quotes while at the same time visually promoting
your brand.
Here’s what I do: I post regularly once a day, and I’ve chosen to do
storytelling in a cycle of 12 days. Two photos and a quote. That gives me a
predictable visual overview because my quotes line up. You’ll see what I
mean in the examples below.
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I based this visual choice on my work as an Innovative Business Consultant,
which includes branding and marketing. You can tell from the second image
below that I did a Brand Refresh and changed to different colours.

You need to keep track and plan your posts. The best way is to use a chart,
like the ones shown below. Use any style of chart that works for you. Just be
consistent.
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Create the Perfect Post
Make it easy to create the perfect post. Things always go better when you
follow a format. Do this often enough and it will become automatic.
When advertising a fundraiser, your posted content could answer these
questions:
1.	 Who am I offering this product or service to?
2.	 Why should they get it? Who does it benefit?
3.	 How much does it cost?
4.	 How will they get it?
5.	 When will they get it? (Include the date in case the offer expires.)
6.	 The final sentence
Here’s an example of a post advertising Red Dingo Stainless Steel Tags, with
50% of the proceeds going to rescue associations:
1.
		

Who am I offering this product or service to?
Are you looking for the best stainless steel tags for your pets?

2. Why should they get it? Who does it benefit?
		Not only are they the best quality, but for each tag you buy, 50% is
donated to a rescue association. The funds will benefit these animal
rescues: @ @ @
3. How much does it cost?
		Red Dingo Tags Canada are $20 including taxes, shipping, and
engraving. $10 from the purchase will be donated!
		P.S. We provide tags worldwide. Contact me if you are not in Canada.
4. How will they get it?
		

Go to the link in my bio and let me know
• which style you want and size
•

the information you want engraved

•

your mailing address and phone number

•

the charity you are supporting

5. When will they get it?
		Though this fundraiser is ongoing, there’s no time like the present to
support animals in distress.
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6. The final sentence
		

Where else can you buy high-quality pet products that save lives?

With this Q&A, you have told a story about your love for animals, while giving
all the practical information and appealing to animal lovers.
Each paragraph of this story is also a complete sentence that can be
posted in separate mini-posts.

How to Re-post a Post from a Donor
When a donor gives you something and then posts it on their Instagram, it’s
best to re-post their original post with a reposting app and add the missing
information that your followers may need. That way you won’t have to
rewrite their post.
If you prefer the post to come from your account, then follow this formula,
and don’t forget to include the proper Instagram name of the donor. If I
had a dollar for every time the name of the donor, or the photographer or
anyone who should be properly listed, is done in the wrong format, I’d be
a billionaire!
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YOU Need a Calendar!
For rescue associations, consistent and substantial costs occur every
month. These costs demand a reliable, monthly stream of income, and that
means fundraising must be taken seriously, all year round.
I’ve noticed that some associations don’t wake up to this until the bills
are out of control. Then they quickly set up random fundraisers, all at the
same time, to take advantage of specific dates, like Easter, Thanksgiving, or
Christmas.
The result is chaos, with an overload of social media and promotion to
be done by an already overloaded organization. That leads to missed
opportunities, a lot of confusion among their followers, and a lot of
frustration for donors.
Nothing good comes out of random fundraising when the bills have gotten
too high. Rescue associations need a serious administrative force to keep
tabs on the bills coming in and the payments going out.
This may sound obvious, yet it’s been my observation that there’s
a disconnect between the rescue part of an organization and the
administration. Very often rescue associations don’t even have an
administrative or financial section. It’s as if the money part of what it takes
to rescue animals is secondary.
Well, it’s not! Understanding the financial repercussions of saving animals’
lives is as important as saving the animals themselves. You have to be sure
the money is there to cover the costs—before you rescue the animals. If
you don’t, your association will always be a step behind, always trying to
recover, always struggling to fundraise to pay last month’s bills before being
overloaded with next month’s.
I know it’s not easy. Let me explain . . .
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Being Intentional
Knowing how much you need to cover your monthly expenses means working
out a budget, and that means being organized with your fundraising. To be
organized with your fundraising means being intentional and conscientious
about how much money is collected and spent and when the money is needed.
I’m a visual person, so most of my suggestions will be visually oriented. Go
and grab one of your association’s calendars (you probably have lots left!).
The best way to design fundraising is yearly—for the full year. This means
choosing the months in which each fundraiser will be targeted, with the
design and social media prepared in advance.
Yearly fundraising is the Big Picture. The monthly steps are how you put the Big
Picture in place. Each fundraising event needs to be fully organized at least
a month before it starts, unless your time constraints demand differently.
Your calendars, for example, need to be photographed, printed, and
physically stored in one place so everything is ready well before the launch
in, say, October.
To make sure of the timeline, work backward from the fundraising start date.
Step 1. Pick the occasions that will be the basis for your fundraisers. This is
an opportunity for storytelling so your followers can understand you better
and relate to your association. For example, your fundraiser could be in the
month when you saved your first dog and you knew this was your calling.
January	Leave January blank because any preparation to fundraise
during this month would have to be done in December.
February	Valentine’s Day
March		First day of Spring, March 21
April		National Canine Fitness Month, April Fools’ Day
May		Mother’s Day
June		Halfway through the year, or the first day of summer, June 21.
For some associations, this is the beginning of the hot season,
so they would need to start fundraising for ice donations.
July		

Canada Day July 1, Independence Day July 4, Bastille Day July 1

			Time to start working on the calendar
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August	Classic dog days of summer, a reference to the fact that,
during this time, the Sun occupies the same region of the sky
as Sirius, the brightest star visible from any part of Earth and
part of the constellation Canis Major, the Greater Dog
September	End of summer, back to school, first day of Fall (Sept. 21), Labour
Day, National Pet Memorial Day (second Sunday in Sept.)
October 	Canada’s Thanksgiving Day (second Monday in Oct.)
November	A good month to remember who we love and who has made
our life better, whether people or animals; and American
Thanksgiving
December	Christmas, Hanukkah
If you find donors that are willing to donate all year round, make sure you
remember to promote them once a month.

Four Fundraising Ideas with Timeline
In January/February, you plan the March fundraiser for
March		Spring signals the arrival of new and mostly unwanted animals.
In April/May, you plan the fundraiser for
June		Wrapping up the school year, more puppies and kittens
to rescue and save. How about organizing a flea market
(COVID-19 permitting!)?
In July/August/Sept., you plan and complete the calendars that go on sale
in mid-October at the latest, in conjunction with Canada’s Thanksgiving
(second Monday of October).
Anywhere else in the world can just be mid-October celebrations! Make it up!
The steps for the calendars are organizational and practical, and if you
design them by week, it’s easy to use the same formula every year.
1st week	Contact the photographer and set a few times to shoot
of July		photos. Also confirm the printer. Hopefully, the printer and the
photographer are already set up from previous years. If not,
you’ll have to shop around and/or check out online printing like
Vistaprint and find a sponsor who will pay that cost.
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2nd week		Advertise on social media for dog owners who are
willing to pay to have their pets in the calendar and
start booking the shooting days.
2nd/3rd/4th week	Also look for sponsors that want to advertise monthly
and offer sponsorships for a 1-month ad, 3-month,
6-month, or 12-month.

Ask Yourself
•

When should the proof be at the printer? (Write it on your calendar.)

•

How many sessions can the photographer do for each shoot?

•

How long is the turnaround for the edited photos?

•

Do I have a couple of months designed to show potential sponsors?

The Calendar That Sells Itself
Try designing a calendar that sells itself . . . via the models. Find a theme. For
example,
•

How about contacting restaurant owners that have a dog? Twelve
restaurants, and each one of them will sell the calendars for you.

•

Store owners and their dogs

•

Realtors (but they often have their company calendars)

•

Small business entrepreneurs and their dogs

•

Animation companies and their dogs!

Hopefully, there will be a couple of people who have adopted from you who
can fit into your chosen theme.
This way, you have dogs that model your sponsors and your sellers.
Work with people who are into animals, who are famous for something, or
have a good platform to advertise #adoptdontshop.
And remember, it’s mostly women who buy calendars, so do what you need
to do and be smart—use attractive men with their dogs. For once, this is the
time to exploit men. Go for it!
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Credit: Toronto’s Caitlin Cronenberg shoots Dan Levy for iconic issue of People magazine.
Copyright © Caitlin Cronenberg

Of course, not everyone is as talented as Caitlin Cronenberg and as funny
as Dan Levy. What Caitlin has captured is the spirit of a dog lover, even if
overwhelmed, which we often are. Her special skill is making us relate to the
image. This is a great photo to keep as a reminder of what buyers will be
attracted to.

Who Can You Contact for Sponsors?
Whether you go the conventional way and use photos of your rescues, or
you create a new format, you must get out there to find sponsors!

Start with the Obvious!
•

Pet stores, pet boutiques, pet bakeries

•

Grooming businesses

•

Dog walking , doggy daycares, dog boarding

•

Stores that sell rain gear, rubber boots, sports equipment
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Get Creative!
•

Local businesses whose clientele are animal lovers. Ask your followers
to put you in touch with their favourite businesses.

•

Brainstorm with your followers.

•

Remember that people who love dogs are buyers, and any business
can advertise tastefully.

•

Why not gluten-free bakeries for humans? Anything is possible.

•

Men’s clothing stores can sponsor their own photo. A person with a
dog, for example, and the person is wearing the store’s clothing.

And just like that, it’s October! Time to plan another Christmas fundraiser to
start Nov. 1.

Fundraising Ideas
1.	 MATCHING CAMPAIGN
This can be done every time someone donates any amount of money.
If a donor gives you $500, advertise the matching campaign so you
can double the money.
2.	 QUANTITIVE DONATIONS
Put a price on a face! For example,
Donate $XXX and sponsor one ticket for each dog to fly up from
Mexico to Vancouver.
For $XXX, you can buy a harness for Trixy’s puppies.
3.	 NAME A PUPPY AND PAY FOR THE FIRST VET VISIT
Ask to pay for the first vet visit of $XXX in exchange for naming the
puppy. (Please confirm the correct amount.)
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4.	 NAME A DOG
Name a dog for $XXX. This could be advertised as a way to pass on
the name of a dog you love, or loved, wishing this dog the best life.

5.	 HONOUR A DOG LOVER
Make a donation to mark someone’s birthday or other event, instead
of giving a gift. We all have everything. A friend of mine has started to
do this for me and I am so thrilled about it.
6.	 SPONSOR A DOG
Some of the dogs rescued are more in need than others. These dogs
are not adoptable right away, and it’s important to give them all they
need. Their stories are touching and they deserve a loving forever
home just as much as any other dog.
		By sponsoring a dog, you will contribute to their care, including daily
care, medical care, and training. These dogs in need have high
expenses and often aren’t able to find a home, so please consider
being a sponsor!
7.	 CREATE AN AMAZON WISH LIST
Create an Amazon Wish List so the donor can purchase items you
need, to be delivered directly to you. Most associations post Amazon
Wish List links incorrectly.
		

Your donation links need to be checked regularly.

		Also, when you receive items via Amazon registry, they will be
delivered without the name of the sender donor. So you must
remember to tell people to let you know when they send you
something so they can be thanked.
8.	 DONATE AIR MILES
No one is supposed to travel right now, and many people have air
miles that are expiring. Request them as a donation because, for
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example, WestJet Dollars will expire soon but when donated, they will
be extended for one more year. It’s a win-win. Rather than expiring,
they can go toward a dog’s ticket to safety.
9.	 “SPONSOR MY SPAY OR NEUTERING FOR $XXX!”
This is a very effective fundraiser. Post an image of each dog, with
the dog’s name and a handwritten sign saying “Sponsor my spay for
$XXX.” Then let people know via social media how the operation went.
Donors love this because they know where their money is going and
that they are making a difference to the number of homeless and
unwanted puppies.
10.	 BUY A LEASH-COLLAR-HARNESS SET FOR A PUPPY
Launch a campaign to buy a puppy a leash-collar-harness set that
was previously donated. Donors get so excited about buying a set
for each puppy you profile that they keep on donating because they
know more puppies will eventually need the set.

Website Updates for Fundraising
Make sure your website is well organized every time you have a fundraiser
and new links and offers are added to it.
All the products and services that bring you money need to be organized
in easy-to-navigate listings and links. You’ll need a global plan on how your
website is organized when offering items or services to buy so that adding
or removing is intuitive and easy.
Always, always, ALWAYS check the links on your website. So often after my
serving host has done automatic updates, I find my website in chaos. The
optimization is gone, key words have been deleted, links are disconnected.
Make a point of reviewing your website links every time you receive notice
that your software has been automatically updated and every time you
make fundraising changes that could cost you money.
You have no idea how many websites I find with links not working, glitches
with the cart, the donation listing NOT going to the donation page.
Don’t let this happen to your website. Don’t take link mistakes lightly. It takes
only one broken link to discourage a potential donor from coming back to
your site.
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A case in point . . . Amazon’s registry links seem to disappear or can’t be
found, so make sure your address is properly registered.
Also, when you are registered to an Amazon list, you will receive items
without knowing who sent them. You must make a note where you list the
Amazon registry link so you can tell the donors to let you know when they
send you things and what they have donated. That way you can be sure you
are getting the gifts and are able to thank the right person.
Don’t list events that are 3 years past their end date, and always list future
events with plenty of time. You want people to trust your website and to
come to it knowing they will find correct information.

OUTSTANDING EXAMPLES OF CALENDARS
This beautiful calendar was shot
by photographer Jane Thomson
from Jane Thomson Photography
for Thank Dog I Am Out
Jane’s Instagram
@portraitsofdogs
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This amazingly colourful
calendar was shot by
Katherine Gonzales from
Vancouver Pet Photography
for About A Dog
Katherine’s Instagram
@vancouverpetphotography

Creativity meets hilariousness
with this calendar from
Team Dog Rescue
Photography by Maggie Deuitch
Maggie’s Instagram
@maggiedeuitch
Graphic Design by Raquel Aurini
Raquel on Instagram
@raquelauriniart
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Charitable Status: What's It About?
You have probably received, at one time or another, a tax deductible receipt
for a donation you’ve made to a charitable organization you’ve chosen
to support. And, if you’re careful, you have claimed that tax deductible
donation when filing your annual income tax return.
What does this mean, and why can some organizations give you a tax
deductible receipt and others cannot?
If you check the receipt, you’ll notice that the organization is a charity
as defined by Canada’s Income Tax Act, with a registration number that
distinguishes it from all other organizations. Without that status and
registration number, you, the donor, cannot claim your donation as a
deduction from your income.
You can see that charitable status for your rescue association might be a
good thing. You can appeal to donors with deep pockets, like businesses
and corporations, because their donation will be tax deductible. Many
people only donate to associations that give tax receipts.
The advantages and disadvantages, and the process, of applying for
charitable status are beyond the scope of this e-book. They are complex,
time-consuming, and expensive, and you will need to obtain expert advice.
But if your association is growing, and your expenses are on the rise, the
change to charitable status is worth considering.
There are many resources available, both online and in print. I can
recommend two books, both available on Amazon.
Starting and Maintaining a Charity in Canada by Adam Aptowitzer
Boards that Lead: When to Take Charge, When to Partner, and When
to Stay Out of the Way by Ram Charan and others
I encourage you to become informed about charitable status, even if
you decide that this is not the time to make the change. The more you
understand about the tax laws in your country, the more you can improve
your association’s financial position. Your rescue is, after all, a business, and
as you know all too well, money matters!
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What's Next 4 You and Your Association?
I sincerely hope that these guidelines for fundraising have shown you what
you’re doing right and what needs updating.
What I want for you, above all, is to have you look at your association
without judgment. Identify those things that are going well and taking you
closer to your financial goals. Assess what’s working and celebrate it. Then
create a list of priorities and begin looking ahead toward greater success.
There isn’t much fun in fundraising. Yes, it’s hard work and requires a reliable
structure. Yet you can have fun while you organize and build that structure—
fun volunteers, fun events, fun successes.
If you took notes while reading this guide, you’ll find it easier now to list your
priorities and the steps you’ll need to take to implement them.
The best part is that you don’t have to make the updates and changes all
at once. Take your time. Start by defining the best result. What would that
look like? What would your rescue association be at its best? Then walk
backward and begin outlining the steps toward that big picture.
Remember! You are not alone! I am available to give you an objective
assessment of your overall virtual presentation and to support you in setting
up the steps to move forward. Send me an email that includes
1.	 Your website link
2.	 A short description of the spark that made you start the association
3.	 Your top, number-one priority
Then we’ll arrange a session to connect and take it from there.
I know for a fact that all you really want to do is rescue animals in distress. That
passion is your foundation, and with that foundation everything is possible.
XOXO Monica
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Start by Photocopying These Pages
Micro Teams for Animal Rescues
Micro Teams Administration
Micro Teams Fundraising
Hashtags for Rescues
Chart for Insta Posts
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Micro Teams for Animal Rescues
1.

Field Team

		Mission
		Position description
•
•
•
		

Main team volunteers

		

Backup team volunteers

		Define who is in charge of taking videos or photos of each rescue
mission
2. Post-rescue Team
		Mission
		Position description
		

Main team volunteers

		

Backup team volunteers

3. Foster Coordinator
		Mission
		Position description
		

Main team volunteers

		

Backup team volunteers

4. Veterinarian Coordinator
		Mission
		Position description
		

Main team volunteers

		

Backup team volunteers

5. Adoption Team
		Mission
		Position description
		

Main team volunteers

		

Backup team volunteers

6. Photographers Team
		Mission
		Position description
		

Main team volunteers

		

Backup team volunteers
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Micro Teams Administration
1.

Administration Team

		Mission
		Position description
		

Main team volunteers

		

Backup team volunteers

2. Social Media Team
		Mission
		Position description
		

Main team volunteers

		

Backup team volunteers

		Hashtag research
3. Website Team
		Mission
		Position description
		

Main team volunteers

		

Backup team volunteers

Micro Teams Fundraising
1.
		

Team 1
Mission: all-year-round fundraising selling tags

		Position description
		

Main team volunteers

2. Team 2
		

Mission: organize calendars

		Position description
		

Main team volunteers

3. Team 3
		

Mission: sell blankets

		Position description
		

Main team volunteers

4. Team 4
		

Mission: ask for money for extra vet bills

		Position description
		

Main team volunteers
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Hashtags for Rescues
DONATIONS
#donatemoney #fosteringsaveslives #DogFundraise
#donatetodogrescues #catfundraiser #dogrescue
#rescuedog #donatemoney #vetbillstopay
#rescuedogs #rescuedogsvancouver #vancouverdogsofinstagram
#adoptdontshop #spayandneuteryourpets #rescuedismyfavouritebreed
#catrescue #vancouvercatsofinstagram #rescuecats
#helpinganimalsinneed #pleasedonate #catslovers
#animallovers #animalshelter #catrescue
#dogsFundraise #dograiser #petwelfare
#donatemoney #fosteringsaveslives #DogFundraise
#donatetodogrescues #catfundraiser #dogrescue
#rescuedog #donatemoney #vetbillstopay
#rescuedogs #rescuedogsvancouver #vancouverdogsofinstagram

STAINLESS STEEL TAGS
#rescutereddingodogtagscanada #keychainstags
#shoptodonate #stainlesssteeltags
#jewellery #necklace #jewels
#bracelet #instajewelry #bhfyp
#keychaincollection #bagcharm #customkeychain
#gantungankuncimurah #bhfyp #ENAMEL
#keychain #handmade #keychains
#gantungankunci #keychaincustom #keyring
#keychainmurah #accessories #giftideas
#portachiavi #regalooriginal #regalounico
#medagliettapercani #granregalo #amantesdelosperros
#aceroinoxidable #paraperros #fondosparaperros
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Thanking Volunteers
#volunteering #volunteer #volunteers
#charity #nonprofit #community
#giveback #givingback #doggood
#dogood #makeadifference #support
#socialgood #education #fundraising
#youmakeachange #socialimpact #instagood
#philanthropy #helpingothers #bhfyp
#animalcauses #volunteerwork #hope
#motivation #makingadifference #empowerment
#kindness #compassion

LOVE MY DOG
#lovedogs #instadogs #perros
#rescuedog #mydogismybestfriend #mydogismylife
#hundeliebe #spoileddog #mustlovedogs
#dogmama #crazydoglady #crazydogmom
#ilovemydog #lovemydogs #doglovers
#poshpamperedpets #k9 #bhfyp
#amantesdelosperros

Blankets
#GoodKarmaBlankets #dogfundraiser
#Fundraiser #DogRescue #RescueSavesLives
#dogsfundraiser #dogsofinstagram #helpdogs
#dogblanket #ilovemydog #handmade
#doglovers #doglife #dogbed
#blanket #dogoftheday #dogstagram
#dogs #bhfyp #doglover
#hundedecke #dogaccessories #paws
#woof #doglove #dogcuddles
#winnipegrescue #winnipegrescues
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Are you passionate about animals? Are
you involved in a rescue association? If
so, then this indispensable guide to the
art of successful fundraising is for you.
Give Me Your Money! This Is a Great
Cause lays out, step by step, the simple
foundation that will put an end to your
rescue association’s fundraising woes
forever. Get started today!
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